Background: The word "sign" refers to important physical findings or observations that are useful in diagnosis; however, there are no scientific reviews of "signs." The aim of this paper was to list and review these terms using a bibliographic approach.
| INTRODUC TI ON
The words "~~ sign," which was the most popular form of eponyms, represents the naming of a disease or condition after a person or a place. 1, 2 Although it is useful in diagnosis and a way to honor eminent physicians with an illness, symptom, or anatomical area named after them, it resulted in vague definitions of eponyms. 1, 2 Several studies refer to the "sign" from a clinical viewpoint, but none have fully evaluated and catalogued "signs" from a scientific viewpoint. [3] [4] [5] The aim of this study was to list and review major cardiological signs, using a bibliographic approach.
| ME THODS AND RE SULTS
We reviewed all research papers in the MEDLINE and EMBASE databases with titles including the term "sign" via PubMed and EMBASE. We searched PubMed on 7 March, 2017, and EMBASE on 13 May, 2017, for papers concerning heart diseases under the use in written text without an accompanying citation. 6 Therefore, as these "signs" were mentioned in published paper titles, they could be considered certified eponyms. Our title search may provide the baseline data for a discussion of appropriate eponyms as medical terms.
Eponyms are useful in communicating effectively with other health providers. As Whitworse mentions: "Do we really want to speak of congenital cyanotic heart disease due to ventricular septal defect, pulmonary stenosis, right ventricular hypertrophy, and aortic dextroposition, rather than Fallot's tetralogy?" Furthermore, eponyms are useful in teaching resident medics about bedside physical findings. And, these sign-related data are useful as reference lists for clinicians. Therefore, these data are educational both for residents and for researchers. 7 Although we successfully catalogued "sign" in cardiology literature, we admit several limitations of our study. We did not search for other eponyms, such as "syndromes," and we searched for the word "sign" only in titles. We acknowledge this might seem to result in a lack of comprehensiveness. Due to the heterogenicities of eponyms except for "sign," a title search and focusing on signs was only the method to determine eponymic status objectively, and the chief aim of this study 
| CON CLUS ION
We successfully reviewed cardiological signs using a bibliographic research method. This is the first literature review of eponyms focusing on "signs." Our results might help practitioners to learn and teach eponyms to young physicians.
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